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Photozig, A Picture is Worth a Thousand Words
Photozig, Inc., an industry partner in NASA Research Park (NRP) since 2002, develops innovative software solutions
and applications for digital photography, with federal funding and in cooperation with academic centers of
excellence such as Stanford University, UC Davis, UCLA, UCSF, and the University of Illinois.

"Photozig is dedicated to creating easy, simple and powerful solutions for organizing and sharing digital photos and
video data, said Bruno Kajiyama, CEO of Photozig. We are introducing our first product to the market -- Photozig
Albums, a complete solution for managing digital photos and short videos on the desktop computer with web
connectivity," he said.

"Our software has a rich set of features, allowing efficient control of your digital assets. You can easily transfer
photos/short videos from your camera, index albums and photos with categories and tags, drag/drop images from
web browser to desktop, create slideshows or screensavers with photos/video/music, enhance images, email, send
to the web, create photo blogs, exchange full resolution images, burn a CD, backup, and much more, " Kajiyama
said.

Photozig interface

PhotozigTeam

For a limited time, Photozig Albums software to manage digital photos can be downloaded free at
www.photozig.com/get.htm.

Photozig chose NRP because of the research environment, proximity to NASA and potential access to NASA
technology. Kajiyama believes that NASA represents for humanity the dream of exploring and discovering more
about our universe. He admires NASA's dedicated personnel, their talent, and technological achievements.

Photozig is interested in collaborative projects related to digital image management/enhancement, digital photo
broadcast, and spectral imaging. Photozig software, for example, could enable astronauts to post photo album
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blogs in near real time during missions, sharing experiences with their families, the educational community and the
world. Photozig offers software development, web applications, and special projects services, and would be glad
to host NASA images on their servers.

Kajiyama loves spending time with his family and playing with their 17-month son. He also enjoys skiing, traveling,
filming, and taking pictures.

More information is available at www.photozig.com or by emailing info@photozig.com.
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